Leadership Programmes

NextGen Leaders show their ❤ for the Internet Society

In 2015 the Internet Leadership team (IL) conducted a survey of all 415 programme awardees from 2006-2014. Here’s some information about the awardees who responded, where they are engaged now, and what they had to say.

When IL Calls, We Answer...

100 Programme Participants Responded

Who We Are

69% Gender

31%

35% 26%

31% 8%

20% 3%

55% 28%

26% 34%

IETF Chapters ICANN National & Regional IGF’s Global IGF Internet Society (INET, ION, etc.)

Where We Live

“Leadership Programmes are the most valuable I have participated in my life. I have met incredible people from different cultures who share the same passion; this is truly a privilege for me, I will continue in this community.”

Maureen Hernandez - Venezuela

Where We Work

Where We Are Active

ICANN IETF Global

IGF’s Chapters Internet Society (INET, ION, etc.)

Ambassadorship to the IGF 20 Fellowship to the IETF 34 Moderated eLearning 67

Can’t Get Enough

82 completed 1 programme 18 completed 2+ programmes

When asked, has what you gained increased your participation?

We said : Si, Claro!

Word on the Street

“The outcome of this programme is my ability to directly intervene in public policy making for governmental organizations. It gave me insights on how Internet governance could shape developing nations towards digital systems, and ultimately an eGov framework.”

Ekendra Lamsal - Nepal

“IETF Fellowship + Mwendwa Kivuva = Whaaaat?!?”

“IETF Fellowship enabled me to spearhead the implementation of IPv6 at the University of Nairobi - the first institution in East Africa to make the transition.”

Mwendwa Kivuva - Kenya

Visit InternetSociety.org to learn more.
Follow Internet Leadership on Twitter @ISOC_NextGen.